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Preface and technical notes

My work on Roman imperial Syria began as a dissertation at the University of Michigan. As it was being completed, the inhabitants of the region and adjacent lands that it describes continued to confront the legacy of western imperialism and persisting western intervention. In this region, there has been much popular protest, regime violence, global antagonisms, and the pursuit of human rights and just self-governance in the face of oppression, both foreign and domestic. It scarcely needs to be stated that this work is paltry in comparison to all these.

Many inscriptions of Roman Syria have been published numerous times. While I have endeavored to consult, compare, and collate the diverse publications of specific epigraphic texts, spatial constraints have prevented me from integrating and citing them all. The documentation that I provide naturally varies according to the contingencies of individual inscriptions, and I have accordingly cited standard corpora (such as *IGLS*, *IGSK*, or *OGIS*), original publications, or up-to-date readings. For Palmyra in particular, I consistently cite *PAT* and *IGLS* 17.1 (J.-B. Yon), as well as *CIS*, *Inv.*, or other publications. This work’s other limitations are outlined in the introduction, and scholars from the many various disciplines with vested interest in the ancient Near East will certainly stress other interpretations, approaches, and materials. But scholars writing a finite composition must make choices regarding what and how to include, emphasize, and interpret. Being a social and cultural historian, I have made mine. For many readers, this narrative may raise questions more than it provides closure. If so, it has still fulfilled its purpose.

Transcribing names from multilingual contexts is a messy endeavor; any choice of representation will likely bring some offense. In rendering names, I have tried to be consistent, and I have pursued the following principles. First, I have used traditional Latinized versions for the Greek or Aramaic names that extremely notable figures, cities, and regions once bore. Otherwise, I have mostly reproduced original Greek names in...
Latin characters (with “y” for upsilon and “ch” for chi). With regard to names that appear in bilingual sources, I use the Greek versions, but I provide Aramaic transliteration upon first mention. For Semitic names that documents render in Greek, I transcribe “H” for the initial letter of the Greek whenever a known Semitic antecedent suggests a rough breathing. I do not do this for other syllables. Finally, I generally present Aramaic words and names in transliteration and leave vocalization and pronunciation to true experts.

Similar statements can be made regarding the use of terms that describe Near Eastern languages or societies, which often leave traces but facilitate few certainties in the documents and materials. For instance, this study sometimes uses the term “Arab” for societies or ethnicities of the Near East that Greek and Roman sources classified in etic terms as “Arab”; it is not meant to represent how such “Arabs” defined themselves, which is almost entirely unobtainable. Even my frequent references to “ethnic Syrians” pose problems of specificity and are sometimes used in etic terms to represent how people were defined by Seleucid Greeks and Romans. But in this case, evidence suggests that many inhabitants of the Seleucid and Roman imperial Near East appropriated this identity category and interwove it with many others, even if the complex social constellation to which ethnic Syrians belonged cannot be entirely reconstructed and are omitted by the label. In sum, such terms are used for purposes of concision to stress how empires structured social categories, experiences, and orientations within their socio-political framework, and at various points my text qualifies further the nature of their usage.

Finally, this study sometimes describes Semitic or Near Eastern names, words, or cultural idioms rendered in Greek as Aramaic, Arabic, or Phoenician, and the like. These terms are not necessarily meant to represent precise, definitive origins for names or words, which are sometimes unverifiable or simply beyond the author’s expertise to provide. After all, various Near Eastern societies often adopted cultural forms from one another. Such terms therefore instead mark either the society for which the name, word, or idiom is particularly well known or the putative (if not totally verifiable) stage at which words or names passed into local Greek usage based on social contexts. For instance, if evidence indicates that local populations spoke Aramaic, the Semitic name or word that appears in Greek is most often identified as “Aramaic.” Likewise, names plausibly linked to populations that either spoke Arabic dialects or maintained Arabic names and cultural traces in Aramaic are sometimes described as “Arabic.” Similar statements can be made for the numerous other societies that populated the Near
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East. The main interest of this work is not to establish definitive origins but simply to show how idioms and practices in circulation among various Near Eastern societies were domesticated by Greek communities and embedded in Greek practice. Such labels help outline this social process even if definitive origins are harder to theorize.
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